Abstract-In three experiments, the rate of acquisition of information from a visual display was measured, using Sperling's method of backward masking (Sperling, 1963). Experiment I (which included a control for letter redundancy) showed that the rate of acquisition from an array of letters or words is determined not by the number of visual features or letters to be processed, but by the number of names into which they are to be encoded. In a second, control experiment, no effect was found on acquisition rate of restricting the letter ensemble-size. The third experiment showed that the time needed to identify words of the same frequency of occurrence was identical for words of three or six letters and of one or two syllables. The results are contrasted with those obtained in RT and comparison tasks. They are interpreted as evidence that (1) the backward masking paradigm provides a direct measure of word identification latency; (2) visually presented words are processed as wholes: that is, prior to word identification there is no intermediate stage of representation -not subject to backward masking -in units (e.g., syllables, spelling patterns) smaller than a complete word; (3) words are initially represented in an abstract lexical code, which does not reflect either visual or motor attributes of the word name.
EDITORIAL NOTE
This paper is a report of experiments conducted between 1968 and 1972. The original manuscript was completed in late 1972 but, owing to a series of accidents, never published. Nevertheless, 35 years later the method and results remain novel and of some theoretical importance. The Editor of Spatial Vision therefore invited submission of the paper in its original form, even though the reference list, and some parts of the discussion, are now largely of historical interest.
INTRODUCTION
'Whether a word is recognized directly as a visual pattern or whether the letters are first recognized and then the letter-pattern is recognized as a word, or whether both processes can occur together, we do not yet know ' (Sperling, 1970) . Several recent studies have compared the recognition of printed letters within a word or familiar spelling pattern with recognition of the same letter or letters occurring in an unrelated letter string or in isolation (e.g., Aderman and Smith, 1971; Eichelman, 1970; Hochberg, 1970; Krueger, 1970; Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970) . All of these experiments employed some form of matching or comparison task, and all showed greater speed or accuracy of matching for the letters embedded in words or familiar orthographic patterns. Unfortunately, however, it is not clear how these results, concerning the ability to find or match individual letters, are related to the recognition of words in normal reading. Matching tasks provide a useful means of defining the memory codes used in mental comparisons and, in this case, confirm, what we knew before, that people can recode a string of letters forming a word into the name of that word. But about how the information in the visual display is initially converted into such a memory code, i.e., about the recognition process itself, they provide at best indirect evidence.
In matching tasks of this kind, the superiority of letters-within-words over unrelated letter strings is remarkably small. For example, using forced-choice recognition of a probed letter, Reicher (1969) obtained an increase of only 8% in the proportion of correct choices for letters within 4-letter words over letters in unrelated quadrigrams; and similar results are reported by others. As Wheeler (1970) concluded from these experiments, 'The perceptual units might be words, but the data do not require this. Any unit size of digram or spelling pattern or larger would account for the word superiority effect'. This is scarcely sufficient to justify the widely held belief that 'familiar words are perceived as wholes rather than piecemeal by the skilled reader ' (Kolers, 1970) . If Kolers' assertion concerning recognition units in reading is correct, then either the matching task somehow prevents skilled readers from fully using their word-recognition ability or (what amounts possibly to the same thing) the results are determined largely by pre-or post-recognition memory limitations, imposed by the additional task of comparison.
A different paradigm, offering a more direct experimental approach to the identification process in letter or word recognition, was introduced by Sperling (1963) . In this experimental paradigm a briefly presented array of visual characters is followed, after a short, variable interval, by a second complex pattern, composed of overlapping, randomly-arranged letters or letter-fragments, and designed to cut short the time for which information concerning the previous array remains available in iconic visual memory (Neisser, 1967) . Under these conditions, the number of unrelated items which can be correctly reported from the first array increases approximately linearly with increasing delay of the second, masking stimulus, at least over the first three or four items, typically at a rate of one
